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1.1 PROJECT BACKGROUND
In July 2021, Fingal County Council appointed Henchion Reuter Architects. as
the successful tenderer to lead a design team to prepare design for a Community
Centre at Lanesborough Park, Meakstown, Dublin 11.
The client brief was to engage with stakeholders on their current and future
needs in order to develop a proposal for a Sports Hall and Community Centre
that delivers a useable, inclusive and multi-faceted amenity through the local
authority’s own Part 8 Planning Process.

1.2 LANESBOROUGH PARK
Lanesborough Park is located in Meakstown Dublin 11. The park is a relatively
recent creation and coincided with the development of the surrounding housing
estates in the early 2000’s. The park is entirely surrounded by streetscapes;
Lanesborough Road encloses roughly 75% of the perimeter, breaking away
towards Charlestown Shopping Centre roughly mid-way along the western
boundary. The mid to north-western boundary is defined by Charlestown
Avenue. The many trees in the park are predominantly in the age range of young
to early mature and would have been planted around the same time that the park
boundary was formalised. The majority of the trees are native or naturalised with
Oak, Ash and Horse Chestnut being the most abundant species. An
arboricultural assessment has been completed to accompany the Part XI
application and identifies the species, size and condition of each tree in the park.
An existing footpath network provides access around the park perimeter and
traverses it either side of the playing pitch. The park is fully enclosed by a bowtop railing mounted on a low plinth wall. There are seven entrance points around
the perimeter defined consistently by brick piers.
An application for the development of the Lanesborough Park as the whole is
currently the subject of a separate Part XI application. The development of this
park anticipates the development of a Community Centre on the southern
eastern corner. A Community Garden, immediately adjacent to the proposed
centre will form part of the Lanesborough Park re-design.
Aerial View of the Site -Existing

1.3 PROJECT TEAM
Client:
For Fingal County Council Community Department:
Janet Ivers, Linda Ennis.
For Fingal County Council Architects Department:
Paula Serada-Kapetangiannis, Pat Boyle.
Architects
Henchion Reuter Architects:
Martin Henchion, Elizabeth Wheeler, Kevin Moran.
Civil and Structural Engineers:
ROD Ltd
Andrew Thompson,. Kieran O Riordan.
M&E Engineers
2HP ltd
Andrew Weight.
Planning and Environmental Assessment:
The Planning Partnership
Wessel Vosloo.
Quantity Surveyor
Walsh Associates
Paul Malone.
The design team also referred to the following analysis provided by the client:
CMK Hort and Arb Ltd, Arboricultural Consultants:
In 2021, CMK undertook a tree survey of Lanesborough Park. The survey assigns a number
to each tree and categorises it in terms of quality. The survey records the trees’ species,
condition and vigour, age, height, girth, root spread and canopy measurements among other
observations. Recommendations are made by the consulting arboriculturist as to a trees’
suitability for retention within a redevelopment context and, where necessary and appropriate
for reasons of safety, that trees are felled.

1.4 THE SITE
The subject site is located in the southern part of the Lanesborough Park,
Meakstown, Dublin 11. It comprises a ‘triangular space’ bounded by Lanesborough
Road on east, south and west, and the extended existing urban public parkland on
the north acts as drainage attenuation serving the surrounding built environment.
The subject site is surrounded mostly by residential estates with 3 and 4 storey
blocks addressing the new Community/Sports Centre location. Meakstown Local
Centre backs onto the Lanesborough Road on the south western end, presenting
rather blank facades with minimal passive surveillance onto this section of
Lanesborough Road and the urban public parkland.
A Planning Statement assessing the development has been prepared by Wessel
Vosloo of The Planning Partnership:
The objective of the project is to provide a new purpose-built Sports Facility and
Community Centre to cater for a wide range of community, recreational,
educational and sporting activities in the area. This much needed facility will be in
the heart of the community and serve the needs of the local people by playing a
vital role in bringing people together and encouraging people to take part, network
thus helping to build inclusive, engaged and safe communities.
Having regard to the Specific Objective CHARLESTOWN AND MEAKSTOWN 2
facilitating the delivery of the new Community/Sports Centre for Meakstown, the
zoning designation of the subject site for the purposes of OS - Open Space which
inter alia confirms that a Community Facility and Recreational Facility/Sports Club
are permitted in principle, Statutory Guidelines for Planning Authorities on urban
development prepared by Government in response to Project Ireland 2040,
honouring the commitment to put into practice key National Policy Objectives
contained within the National Planning Framework, as well as the availability of
public services, amenities and facilities, it is considered that the proposed
development of a new Community/Sports Centre for Meakstown at the urban
public parkland site located at Lanesborough Park, will enhance both the character
and amenity of the area.Accordingly, the proposed development as presented
would not detract from the character of the area, would not seriously injure the
amenities of the area or of property in the vicinity, would not be prejudicial to
public health and would be acceptable in terms of traffic safety and
convenience. The proposed development would, therefore, be in accordance with
the proper planning and sustainable development of the area.
Aerial View of the Site - Proposed

1.4 THE BRIEF
Following a number of design feasibility studies the following room programme was
agreed as the basis of the design:
Entrance Draught Lobby
Reception (public side)
Reception Staff Side ( 3 workstations needed)
Comms CCTV located adjacent
Sports Hall - smaller standard 3 court-24.75x17.5
Storage associated with Sports Hall
01. Youth Room / Training Room No 1
(Youth Room in evening with flexibility to allow for training during weekdays).
Small Store adjacent.
02. Dance Yoga Space with mirrors and suitable floor / Meeting Room 2
Small Store adjacent.
03. Community Room - Meeting Room 3 (future potential as afterschool).
Small Kitchen to service meetings located adjacent 03 and 01
04. Community Space WC provision Male & Female
Changing Places WC (Incl First Aid)
Accessible WC (Incl.)
Store
Plant room space (M&E) Store
External plant for air to water pump Total Net Internal Area
Allowance for circulation - circa 10 %
Expected gross floor area Community Centre only
2 nr Public WCsExternal Store 1 Expected gross floor area combined Community & Parks Building
Expected allowance for internal walls & Structure circa @10%
Gross Internal Area
Aerial Perspective from the Northwest
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1.5. KEY DESIGN OBJECTIVES:
While developing the design solution, the following were identified as the key
design objectives:
A Neighbourhood Sports and Community Centre:
The objective of the project is to provide a new purpose-built Sports Facility and
Community Centre to cater for a wide range of community, recreational,
educational and sporting activities in the area.
This much needed facility will be in the heart of the immediate neighbourhood and
serve the needs of the local people by playing a vital role in bringing people
together and encouraging people to take part, thus helping to build inclusive,
engaged and safe communities.
The sports hall is conceived as a 3-bay sports hall and multipurpose space sized
at 24.75m x 17.5m and lit by a continuous strip of roof-lighting above.

Aerial Perspective from the Northeast

Continuity of the Park Landscape:
The potential for the Community Centre to effectively ‘cut off’ a corner of the park
from the main body of the park was identified early in the design process as
something that the building design could mitigate.
After trying a number of strategies, a building with a circular plan form was identified
as best facilitating the spatial flow of the park landscaping around the new building.
Avoidance of Opportunity for Antisocial Activity:
The circular building plan has the advantage of creating no building corners, thereby
minimising the opportunity for unsupervised corners which might be prone to antisocial behaviour.

Perspective from the southeast

Optimisation of Residential Amenity for the Neighbouring Residents:
The circular building plan has the further advantage of not creating any blank gable
conditions to the building. This will minimise the loss of residential amenity for
apartments located to the south-east of the site that currently have an uninterrupted
view of the park. To further mitigate the visual disruption for these neighbours the
roof form has been ‘softened’ with the volume of the sports hall (the tallest volume)
subsumed into a contoured roof-scape finished with a mixture of intensive and
extensive green roof.

1.6. DESIGN DESCRIPTION - Building
Building Form:
To achieve the key design objectives outlined above the building is circular in plan.
This form has the least external façade possible for the building area provided,
meaning this is an efficient building as regards the amount of building materials
required for its construction as well as having the least area of façade that is subject
to heat-loss.
The position of the building has been set to avoid a water-main to the north of the
site (see MCC-HRA-ZZ-00-DR-003 Site Plan Proposed) and to retain as much as
possible of the sunken area to the South East to create a raingarden.
The building is single storey throughout. The main sports hall is positioned central
to the plan with secondary rooms wrapped around this on all sides. The building
therefore has a continuous single storey façade expression on all sides - thereby
substantially reducing its volumetric presence within the park.
Building Facade Materials:
The external form of the building in completed in select brick with a precast concrete
parapet. A green roof is draped over the building.

Entrance Perspective

1.7. DESIGN DESCRIPTION – External Works & Landscaping.
Entrances and Arrival:
A new pedestrian entrance has been introduced to the eastern side of the site facing
the building entrance. This entrance will be detailed to match the revised entrance
gateways to the adjacent park as outlined in Part XI application for these works.
From the west access will be significantly open to the rest of Lanesborough Park.

The entrance gates are designed to be consistent with
the proposed gateways for Lanesborough Park..

The objective of the project is to provide a new purpose-built Sports Facility and
Community Centre to cater for a wide range of community, recreational,
educational and sporting activities to the immediate neighbourhood.
Walking and cycling are the most efficient modes of travel in terms of use of roadspace, and the most sustainable in terms of environmental impacts. Please refer to
the planners report for a map of the Walking Catchment area which will be served
by the new Centre.
Cycle parking facilities have been conveniently located within a secure, easy to
use, adequately lit and well signposted area proximate to the primary pedestrian
access and main entrance to the proposed new Community/Sports Centre. The
cycle parking facilities are covered and monitored by CCTV. Provision will be also
made for cargo bikes and scooters.

Covered Bike parking

Bench Seating

The proposed new Community/Sports Centre development for Meakstown totals
1,279 sq m Gross Floor Space, requiring only 13 no. bicycle spaces by standard.
The provision of 40 no. bicycle parking spaces (10 no. electric bicycle, 4 no. cargo
bicycle/scooters and 26 no. regular) is therefore significantly in excess of the
minimum bicycle spaces required.
An off street surface car park providing a total of 12 no. car parking spaces (2 no.
accessible/disabled, 2 no. electric vehicle, and 8 no. regular) is proposed as part of
the new Community/Sports Centre development for Meakstown, presenting a
reduction from the maximum outlined within Table 12.8 of the Fingal Development
Plan 2017-2023. Provision will be made to allow the upgrade of all parking spaces
to EV spaces at a later time.
Acknowledging the significant population located within the 10 minute Walking
Catchment Areas which will be served by the new Community/Sports Centre for
Meakstown, the excess in provision of bicycle parking spaces, the provision of car
parking spaces is justifiable and considered.

1.7. DESIGN DESCRIPTION – External Works & Landscaping
Landscaping of the Remaining Site Area:
New trees where indicated in the drawings will of the following species:
quercus petraea
betula pendula
amelanchier laevis
Hedging will be crataegus monogyna.
Benches:
Timber benches as per the attached image will be provided where indicated. These
will be tbe same benches as provided in the adjacent developed park.

quercus petraea

crataegus monogyna.

Rain Garden
Every opportunity to increase the ecological potential of the park, that is provide
areas in which biodiversity can be increased in parallel with decreased human
interference must be taken. A simple measure proposed for this site is the creation
of a rain-garden to the south east of the new centre..
Rain gardens, are one of a variety of practices designed to treat stormwater runoff.
Rain gardens are designed landscape sites that reduce the flow rate, total quantity,
and pollutant load of runoff from impervious urban areas. Rain gardens rely on plants
and an engineered soil medium to retain stormwater and increase the delay time of
infiltration, while remediating and filtering pollutants carried by urban runoff. Rain
gardens provide a method to reuse and optimize any rain that falls, reducing or
avoiding the need for additional irrigation. A benefit of planting rain gardens is the
consequential decrease in ambient air and water temperature.

Example of Raingarden Planting

Rain garden plantings include wetland edge vegetation, such as wildflowers,
sedges, rushes, ferns, and shrubs. Deep plant roots also create additional channels
for stormwater to filter into the ground. Root systems enhance infiltration, maintain
or even augment soil permeability, provide moisture redistribution, and sustain
diverse microbial populations involved in biofiltration. Microbes help to break down
organic compounds (including some pollutants) and remove nitrogen.
Rain gardens encourage wildlife and biodiversity, tie together buildings and their
surrounding environments in integrated and environmentally advantageous ways,
and provide significant solutions to important environmental problems that affect
many aspects of life.
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